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my public comment that Dominion permit be denied

Good Morning,

I am unable to attend the public hearing, but I would like my comment to be
part of the public record.
My newspaper, the "News & Advance" has run 3 full-page color ads in the last
2 weeks from Dominion costing tens of thousands of dollars featuring cute
and cuddly huddling penguins. Why bombard consumers with all this warm and
fuzzy advertising when they are a monopoly? Quite simply, they want to change
their image from one of waste, excess and irresponsibility to one of sweetness
and conservation. Well, I don't buy it and neither do thousands of
consumers. The region of the proposed expansion is too populated to manage the
safety or terrorism issues. The radioactive waste disposal has been and will be
an issue which is the Achilles heel of this industry--this must be addressed
FIRST, not as an afterthought. Who is speaking for the waters of Lake Anna and
what would additional heated water do to that ecosytem? Finally, slow down
this speeding train so reason can prevail--why do we not hear about
conservation, power price reduction for off-peak use and installation of hot water
shut offs which co-operatives like Southside install for efficiency as part of
the Domonion equation ? Why is it More, Now, Hush and Rush this process?
Please deny this permit.

Lorraine Potter
126 Mason Lane
Gladys, VA 24554
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